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Abstract—In a software development lifecycle, there are numerous steps involved in the web page design 
process, and the GUI has a certain importance in today’s applications. There are various web design 
technologies available for use, each with a different approach to designing web pages. HTML currently is 
the most widely used web design technology due to its simplicity, but it does not support logic scripting 
within the HTML code. We have implemented a code convertor using .NET platform and XML related 
technologies, which can be used to convert HTML page to any other web design technology such as 
ASP.NET, JSP, and PHP, as these target languages allow scripting within code. In this paper, we put 
forth a generic approach to accomplish this task. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

   In this paper, we focus on the conversion of HTML to ASP.NET. The same approach can be used for 
conversion to other web technologies. Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) is the main markup language for 
primarily creating web pages that can be displayed using a web browser. The browser uses the tags to interpret 
the content of the page and accordingly displays them. HTML elements form the building blocks of all websites 
[1]. Active Server Pages (ASP) is a server-side scripting environment that can be used to create and run 
dynamic, interactive Web server applications. With ASP.NET, you can combine HTML pages and script 
commands to create interactive Web pages and powerful Web-based applications that are easy to develop and 
modify. Fundamentally an ASP.NET page is just the same as an HTML page. If a client requests an HTML 
page from the server, the server sends the page to the client's browser without any modifications. If a client 
requests an ASP.NET page, the server processes any executable code in the page, before the results are sent 
back to the client's browser. Thus HTML pages are static and server side code cannot be embedded in it, 
whereas ASP.NET can contain scripting making it dynamic [2][3]. In a software design cycle, GUI development 
team and developers work separately. The GUI is developed based on the requirement and wants of the client. 
After the client has approved of the GUI, the HTML prototype is given to the development team. The 
development team has to give functionality to the web page and make it dynamic.  But this scripting cannot be 
embedded into HTML as mentioned earlier. Thus the developer has to recreate the GUI in ASP.NET technology 
where he can include scripting. This can result in undesirable changes to the UI. Client might be unsatisfied with 
the final design in such cases, even though the web page performs as per requirements. This is where our project 
comes into picture. In this paper, we present an approach for building a software tool, using .NET framework 
and XML related technologies, for complete conversion of HTML code into corresponding ASP.NET, JSP, PHP 
code, while retaining all elements and attributes of the GUI. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

   Various code converters are introduced in the industry which mainly target conversions among C#, 
VB.NET, Java and C++. 

TangibleSoftwareSolutions.com [4] is a code converter available which deals with code conversion between 
C++, C#, Java and VB. Telerik.com [5] is another widely used code converter which handles the conversion of 
C# to VB and vice versa. It offers a variety of products for these conversions and is known for its instant 
conversion and high accuracy. 

       Currently there is need of conversion among HTML, JSP, ASP.NET, PHP etc. There are some online 
converters for conversion between web design technologies. 

       Yellowpipe Internet Services [6] provides an HTML to ASP, PHP, JavaScript converter. This conversion is 
fairly simple. It converts HTML to ASP by using Perl, where it first stores the HTML tags in an array and then 
prints them, to PHP using echo command and to JavaScript by using document.writeln() method. 

       Livio.net [7] an online converter provides an HTML to XHTML followed by conversion into ASP.NET.  It 
is coded in classic ASP, but it converts simply by putting HTML tags in 'response.write()' string. These above 
mentioned converters put HTML tags into customized strings using output methods. This conversion does not 
provide a developer with a workable code. 

       A1VBCode [8] is a free VB.NET, ASP.NET, and C# source code and resource site. This site provided a 
converter for conversion of HTML to ASP.NET. The code produced is a workable. A comparison with this 
converter  is done later in the paper. 

III. APPROACH 

   The software tool, henceforth referred to as GUICC (Generic User Interface Code Converter), has two stages 
of processing. 

  The first stage in GUICC is a parser. The parser is used to parse HTML tags into XML (eXtensible Markup 
Language) tags. XML is used as the target language of the parser as XML is a language used not for data display, 
but for data storage. It is widely used for the representation of arbitrary data structures, for example in web 
services[9]. In GUICC, XML document acts as an intermediate database, which is accessed in the second module 
of GUICC. The parser is built on .NET framework and is programmed in C#. Each tag in HTML has a format, 
many tags having the same format, thus requiring same processing during parsing. These various formats are 
categorized, and stored in the database. SQL Database is connected to the server, and it contains list of HTML 
tags, along with category of the tag. The required HTML file is uploaded to the server and is then parsed. The 
user of GUICC is also required to specify the conversion he/she wishes to perform i.e. HTML to ASP.NET or 
HTML to JSP or HTML to PHP. We have considered conversion of HTML to ASP.NET here. 
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Figure 1: Work-Flow in GUICC 

A. Parser 

   First step of parsing consists of reading an HTML tag. Tags are identified by looking for "<" ">", in the 
HTML document. HTML tags maintain hierarchy thus not requiring separate handling. In the second step once 
the tag is read, SQL Database is accessed to obtain the category of that tag. Depending on the category of the tag 
i.e. the tag format, particular methods are called which then add XML elements to build resultant text. The 
called method creates corresponding opening XML element and it also reads the attributes, if any, creating its 
child elements. HTML element tags are read sequentially. As XML has a tree structure, element tag forms a 
parent node and its attributes form child nodes. XML closing tags, which are compulsory, are formed when 
corresponding closing tag in HTML is read or when tag ends. XHTML can be considered as input, as HTML is 
not strict about closing tags.HTML syntax rules were observed as guidelines while building the parser. There 
are packages available for the parsing of HTML to XML (), but we chose to develop our own parser. The final 
resultant text which is correct XML representation of the given HTML file, is then stored as an .xml file to be 
accessed in the next stage of processing. 
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Sample HTML input.      XML Generated by parser. 

       <?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?>  

<html><body>                                 <root><body> 

<input type=”text” name=”t1” value=”abc”></input>      <text> 

<select>                <name>t1</name> 

<option>red</option>      <value>abc</value> 

<option>blue</option>         </text> 

</select>          <select> 

</body></html>       <option>red</option> 

       <option>blue</option> 

                         </select> 

       </body></root>     

B. Mapper 

   The second module uses XSLT (XML Stylesheet Language Transformation). XSLT is a language for 
transforming XML documents into other documents that is recognized by a browser i.e. HTML or other XML 
document. The XSLT language is declarative rather than listing an imperative sequence of actions to perform. 
XSLT has in-built processor and provides template for matching. Template rules only define how to handle a 
node matching a particular XPath-like pattern [10]. In the transformation process, XSLT uses XPath to define 
parts of the source document that should match one or more predefined templates. When a match is found, 
XSLT will transform the matching part of the source document into the result document. XSLT does not offer 
the option to directly transform a document into ASP.NET, but it does give freedom with regard to plaintext in 
output. In GUICC, this feature of XSLT has been used to address our need of generating target codes i.e. 
ASP.NET. For each element in XML, there is an XSLT template which extracts the element information and 
transforms it into the corresponding ASP.NET tag format. The ASP.NET tag is determined by the element name 
used for template matching. XSLT processor traverses through nodes of a template after transferring control to 
it. This way the attributes of each element in XML are handled inside the template, by checking for its 
declaration. If certain attributes are not mentioned, then default values are assumed later by the browser. The 
value of each element or attribute is accessed by selecting current value of node.  

ASP.NET code is generated by XSLT in the form  

&lt;asp:textbox runat="server" 
   ID="textbox1" 
   Text="enter text here" 
   MaxLength="15" 
   align="left" 
  /&gt; 
XSLT does not allow generation of "<" or ">", hence these must be written as  

"&lt;" and "&gt;" and later with post-processing be replaced into required form(< and > respectively).  

The output of the second module in GUICC is a text file. This text file is post-processed as mentioned above 
and saved with .aspx extension, which is then recognized by the browser. 

IV. RESULT 

   There are a few aspects to verify the validity of the result. Firstly the converted code should be syntactically 
correct. The ASP.NET tags that are formed should have proper structure. Secondly, all the mentioned attributes 
in HTML should be retained in ASP.NET. Thus the resultant web page should have the same look and feel as 
the original HTML page, confirming that the code conversion has been done correctly.   

Source HTML file :             Output ASP.NET file : 

<html><body>               <form runat=”server”> 

<input type=”text” name=”t1” value=”abc”></input>           <asp:textbox runat=”server” ID=”t1” Text=”abc” /> 

<select name=”colours”>              <asp:DropDownList runat=”server” ID=”colours”> 

<option>red</option>              <asp:ListItem>red</asp:ListItem> 

<option>blue</option>              <asp:ListItem>blue</asp:ListItem> 

</select>               </form> 

</body></html> 
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      In the example shown above we can see that the conversion is done accurately. It can also be observed that if 
this GUI output was to be generated manually in ASP.NET alone, the code would be the same as seen in the 
generated output of GUICC. This confirms the first two aspects of our result. 

Consider the browser snapshots given below to verify that the look and feel is retained in output. 

Figure 2:  HTML input file    Figure 3: ASP.NET output file 

   The A1VB code converter [8] is a desktop application coded in VB.NET and can convert only limited 
number of HTML control (Button, select, img, password, text, checkbox, radio, file, hidden, submit, textarea.) 
whereas GUICC is web based and can convert more number of HTML controls. A1VB code converter select 
tags, searches for them (as strings) in the file; if the string is found, it replaces it directly with ASP.NET string, 
While on the other hand GUICC put forth a more generic way of handling these tags with the use of XML 
related technologies. A1VB code converter has not extended the approach to other web technologies as it is 
target language specific and involves complete recoding, while GUICC involves only addition of XSLT file for 
each new web technologies without changing the existing code. 

V. DISCUSSION 

   As already stated above GUICC focuses on HTML to ASP.NET code conversion, but with the successful 
implementation of this conversion the same approach can be extended for conversion of HTML prototype to 
various other web design technologies such as PHP, JSP, JavaScript and PERL. A case study conversion to JSP 
has been performed using same approach to verify this. In the GUICC prototype created, most commonly used 
HTML tags have been covered. As a further implementation all HTML tags can be catered to as per needs.  

   The approach used in GUICC has a one to one mapping of tags, whether it is from HTML to XML or XML 
to ASP.NET. Code optimization is not a high priority feature in this project as the requirement of the developer 
is to obtain a GUI in desired language, with its features retained. The approach taken in GUICC ensures near 
optimal conversion because of the manner of mapping, though the optimality of the generated code is open to 
discussion. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

   GUICC was built to be used in the industry at developer’s end. The developers need to embed functionality 
into the HTML GUI prototype approved by client. Thus to save time and efforts of recoding the same HTML 
prototype in web technology allowing scripting, GUICC has been developed. GUICC has used XML related 
technologies such as XML document (to store HTML tag information) and XSLT (to retrieve XML information 
and place it in ASP.NET tag format) which has made this approach generic and independent of target language.  

  This paper presents our on-going efforts in performing code conversion in a generic manner and to retain the 
GUI details in the targeted web design technology. The former aim has been achieved as this approach can be 
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extended to other target languages and the latter achieved as both the input (HTML file) and output (ASP.NET 
file) have same GUI. 
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